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ANNUAL REPORT 2016/2017
OVERVIEW
From April 2016 - March 2017 Fermynwoods delivered 9 artistic projects across Northamptonshire and online, which included 2 installations/exhibitions in woodlands,
an online exhibition, an artist Professional Development Programme, innovative new education programmes, Wild Projects at Sudborough Green Lodge and monthly
discussions in spaces across Rockingham Forest.
ACHIEVEMENTS
Highlights of our audience and engagement figures:
• Our live audience of approx 130,000 visitors, increased through sculptural installations in public parks
in Corby and near Oundle.
• 1,840 people (1,007 adults and 833 children) took part in 135 workshops and participatory events, and
54 people watched our Free Exchange events via a live stream, with over 250 views online via our new YouTube Channel.
• We worked with 40 artists, 10 schools and colleges and 11 community groups ranging from NTFC
players and supporters to the Priors Hall Park Residents Association.
• We commissioned 7 new works of art: a sound installation in Titchmarsh Nature Reserve; 2
commissions in Corby's Thoroughsale Wood; and 4 online/offline artworks
• Our online audiences declined slightly, with approx 19,000 visits to our original website, but we gained
new audiences through YouTube, with 373 views of our Free Exchange events and 1,323 views of our online exhibitions. We also launched our new fermynwoods.org
website
• We mentored 8 artists through our professional development programme
• This was delivered by the equivalent of 3 full time members of staff and 15 volunteers.

ARTISTIC & EDUCATION PROGRAMME
ASSOCIATE ARTISTS
Sophie Herxheimer, Rebecca Lee, Virginie Litzler, Nikki Pugh, Jo Roberts, Tim Simmons, Jason Singh, Simon Woolham
Fermynwoods continued to deliver its mentoring programme to eight mid-career artists to enable them to develop their practice for a second year within a critically
supportive environment. Through this programme Fermynwoods deepened relationships with artists we had previously commissioned and tested out new ideas and
ways of working, such as informing our thinking regarding ways we might work with studio based artists, how we might develop artist residences specifically for a
business environment (for the Art Work Placement programme in 2017/18) and how we will work with isolated older people (the Living Legacy project in 2017/18).
I BRING MY BODY TO THIS PLACE TO OBSERVE THE COMING AND GOING OF LIFE
Jason Singh
12 June - 31 Aug 2016
North Hide, Titchmarsh Nature Reserve, Thrapston
Jason Singh created a new sound installation for one of the bird hides at Titchmarsh Nature Reserve, which explored themes of home, separation and migration for both
people and wildlife. Jason had unearthed connections between Thrapston and Washington DC and the resulting soundscape employed stories and birdsong, as well as
field recordings from urban and rural locations in both places, to interweave the historical with the present day. Thrapston has a special link to the USA. George
Washington's great-grand uncle, Sir John Washington, was Mayor of Thrapston in C17th and lived in Montague House on Chancery Lane. His wife is buried in the local
Church, where the Washington family’s Coat of Arms is displayed, which is thought to be the origination of the Stars and Stripes. The work reflected on how we
connect from one generation to another, how we pass on knowledge from one generation to the next, and how we relate to the worlds that we inhabit.

BEYOND SEVEN MOUNTAINS
Kenny Hunter, Robin Rimbaud (Scanner), Holly Slingsby
1 Aug - 31 Oct 2016
Thoroughsale Wood and Boating Lake, Corby
Beyond Seven Mountains featured artists' interventions in Corby’s woodlands that evoked a sense of narrative, and built on Sophie Herxheimer's residency and book
(The Listening Forest). The exhibition title originates from the beginning of Central and Eastern European fairy tales; “A long time ago, beyond seven mountains, beyond
seven forests ”, and refers to the way contemporary artists continue the tradition of storytellers, reinventing myths and legends, to bring the past into the present and
create new folklore for our time.
Kenny Hunter employs anthropomorphism to explore cultural changes within our modern environment, and their relationship to the social and artistic legacies of the
past. Before the discovery of Australia, Europeans were convinced that all swans were white, and the phrase ‘Black Swan’ was an expression of impossibility, which was
invalidated by the discovery of black swans in 1697. In 2007, the writer NN Taleb coined the phrase ‘Black Swan Theory’, to describe any event that is unexpected and
makes a strong impact, against the prevailing view of the time. Kenny Hunter’s Black Swan 4m high sculpture, stood as a metaphor against the prevailing view held by
many of Corby. The Black Swan was then moved to Barnwell Country Park, where it will remain in situ until Oct 2018.
Robin Rimbaud experiments with technology to create multilayered soundscapes that connect places with their history through the narrative of sound. Corby's name
means “Dark as a Raven”; the raven is well known as a mythological oracle, a messenger between the Greek god Apollo and human kind. Rimbaud's work responded to
the capacity of a raven to mimic human sounds, by splicing recordings of ravens "speaking" into strange abstract phrases. The soundscape also reflected stories of
Corby’s links to outer space; the story of the grandmother who composed a prayer of peace dedicated to the lost crew of the Apollo 11, and Corby’s namesake, a large
crater on the planet Mars.
Holly Slingsby explores ways in which images and ideas of the Divine overlap in different cultures, how classical symbols are adopted and adapted as they pass from
ancient mythology into the present. Slingsby created three installations of sculptural artifacts that were suspended from three trees throughout Thoroughsale Wood to
form a Cloud of Witnesses. The accoutrements represented the stories of mythic deities and saints, and were left hanging in the trees as if they had been left behind. The
specific iconography of the Greek god Hephaestus, a blacksmith who made weapons for the other gods, alluded to Corby’s steel history.
For the launch event of Beyond Seven Mountains, Sam Francis Read led a collaborative drop-in event, Citadel of Dwelling, to explore ways in which stories are told
collectively by a group of narrators. Using time-lapse photography, sound recordings and spatial data, Sam then produced an animated short inspired by the building
activity and conversations which took place.

THE FREE EXCHANGE ON TOUR
Bi-Monthly discussions
Community venues across Rockingham Forest
Our monthly professional development programme exploring connections between artistic practice and everyday life continued in a new format. The Free Exchange on
Tour took our discussions relating to “Public, Art and Interaction” into different special interest communities, with artist led discussions taking place directly with the
groups concerned.
Sessions: Art + Loneliness featuring David Cutler (Director, Baring Foundation) and Sharon Paulger (Director, Arts for Health, Milton Keynes) at Corby VCS; Art +
Astronomy featuring Marek Kukula (Astronomer, Greenwich Royal Observatory) and Joanna Griffin (Artist) at Newton Field Centre; Art + Drama featuring Marcia
Farhquar (Artist) & Sally Cook (Lecturer) at Thrapston Community Plaza; Art + Archive featuring Pavel Büchler (Artist) & Sophy Newton (Heritage Manager) at
Cotesbach Educational Trust; Art + Wildlife featuring James Bulley and Daniel Jones (Artists) & Anne Edwards (Researcher, John Innes Centre) at Stanwick Lakes;
and Art, Culture + Democracy featuring Anna Brownsted and Jessica Harby (Artists) & Fath Davis Ruffins (Curator, National Museum of American History,
Smithsonian Institution) at St James’ Church in Thrapston.
THE REMOTE LAB 2: RURAL HERITAGE, MODERN THINKING
Artists in Residence, Exhibition & Workshops at Sudborough Green Lodge
Each of our Associate Artists was given the opportunity to stay at Sudborough Green Lodge for 2 weeks, to research, experiment, test out new ideas and make new
work in a rural location. During the Northamptonshire Open Studios and the Nene Valley Festival in September 2016, visitors were invited to meet some of our
Associate Artists (Rebecca Lee, Virginie Litzler and Simon Woolham) and hear about their experiences responding to the unique environment of Fermyn Woods. In
addition, the artists lead collaborative drop in workshops for members of the public, including drawing, photography and sound based activity. There was also an
exhibition of new work by 2 of our other Associate Artists, Tim Simmons and Jason Singh.

TOO LONG FOR ITUNES
Open Online Six, until 31 Dec 2016
Pete Ashton, Marc Atkinson, Emma Jarvis, Sam Mattacott
Commissioned text by Christine Lucy Latimer
Our sixth annual curated open online exhibition, selected by Antonio Roberts, sought to examine whether a distinction still existed between digital and online cultures
following the advent of the Internet of Things, and what forms these may take.
For The Droids Pete Ashton re-encoded copyrighted film footage from Star Wars; “These are not the droids you’re looking for” and re-uploaded the 400 copies to
YouTube, to look for “the edge cases in our algorithmic police state” as pattern-matching robots running algorithms searched for copyrighted material online. Marc
Atkinson’s Sound Lines was a 45-minute walk through Fermyn Woods Country Park, with an online soundtrack. The artwork could only be fully experienced through
the forest, as each section of the soundscape was constructed from field recordings and electro-acoustic music matching specific sections of the walk.
Emma Jarvis’ Matigital Culture was a fusion of material and digital cultures and took photographic media such as slide film and glass negatives, and presented them
online through a series of fragmented photographic layers.
Sam Mattacott’s Infinite Edition was an infinitely changing series of drawings created online by the execution of a computational script. However, the results of the
script were prevented from being displayed by the use of CSS, a style sheet language used to present documents online. In order to see the artwork, viewers were
required to print a physical copy offline.

THE CE ACADEMY
For it’s eighth year, our flagship education partnership with The CE Academy continued to flourish with a series of exciting activities. Key Stage 3 students from the
academy who are permanently excluded from mainstream education attended twice-weekly artist led workshops with Fermynwoods, taking place at Sudborough Green
Lodge.
Workshops: Louise Clarke (Sculpture), Paul Sng (Film), Susie Turner and Liz Lake (Printmaking), Katie Lewis (Textiles), James Smith (Photography), Diogo
Pimentao (Graphite), Clare Abbatt & Chris Hillcox (Space Programme), Mark Dixon (Ink & Electricity), Carol Jacobs (Ceramics), Andy Eathorne (Pinhole
Photography), Phiona Richards (Book Making), Liam Hadjipetrou (Woodcraft & Willow), Sam Read (Modular Model Design), Emma Davies (Cardboard
Constructions), Jessica Harby (Drawing & Democracy), Daniel Johnson (DJing & Music Production), Martin Steed (Film).
Highlights included a visit by Film Director, Paul Sng, as part of his Invisible Britain Film Tour, where students got a first hand insight into the film making process, as
well as watching an exclusive screening of Paul’s film following British band The Sleaford Mods in the run up to the UK 2015 General Election. This was followed by
a workshop led by American artist Jessica Harby. After drawings and conversations with students over current affairs at home and abroad, students were invited to
vote on whether Jessica should become a UK citizen or not – a profound experience for all involved as young people discovered the power of the vote.
The summer term climaxed with an exciting project led by Clare Abbatt & Chris Hillcox. Working with sculptor Clare, students created individual sculptures that were
representative of how they might wish to be viewed as representatives of earth, using the earthly material of clay. Near space photographer, Chris Hillcox, then helped
students launch their sculptures 90,000ft to the edge of the earth’s atmosphere, literally expanding their horizons in a Northamptonshire first. Thanks to sponsorship
from SFXC, students painted their sculptures in thermochromic paint, which produced vivid changes in colour as the sculptures travelled through temperatures as low
as -50˚C. The whole process was observed and captured live on film, with students working alongside cameraman Martin Steed to live stream the exciting activity
online.
ARTS AWARDS
We supported 104 young people to gain an Arts Award qualification (99 Discover and 5 Bronze), 18 of these students were not attending mainstream education. The
Bronze level award is equivalent to a passing grade at GCSE.

UNIVERSITY OF NORTHAMPTON
Fermynwoods supported University of Northampton with several initiatives. Our Education Officer, James Steventon, gave a lecture to BA (Hons) Special
Educational Needs and Inclusion students, giving a variety of Fermynwoods projects as case studies. This led to two students volunteering with us to support our CE
Academy programme, gaining first hand experience in working with young people with Special Educational Needs. The BA (Hons) Special Educational Needs and
Inclusion students also took part in an enrichment day activity with Jason Singh, sampling their voices and opinions to contribute to his I Bring My Body To This Place To
Observe The Coming And Going Of Life installation.
James also worked alongside Helen Caldwell, Senior Lecturer in Education (Primary Computing), and Rebecca Heaton, Senior Lecturer in Education (Art) at the
university. Fermynwoods was named as a cultural partner for an Erasmus funded programme with European partners exploring how we can use technology in outdoor
learning. This saw another lecture and sound sampling workshop by James for international delegates as part of the Digital Learning Across Boundaries conference. Our
2011 project with Active Ingredient at Fineshade Wood was featured in a book Helen is co-authoring on Computing Unplugged, with examples of Fermynwoods’ work
also featuring in the University’s Teaching with Tablets MOOC. James was also appointed Digital Special Interest Rep for the National Association for Gallery Education
(Engage), a national position to work with arts organisations to develop their digital capabilities.

PARTNERS & FUNDERS
We are grateful to our many funders and partners, without whom our work could not take place, including: Arts Council England (advisor & funder), Corby Borough
Council (creative partner), Deep Roots Tall Trees (funder & partner), Ernest Cook Trust (funder), Forestry Commission (partner & funder), Green Energy
(funder), D.C. James Charitable Trust (funder), Made In Corby (funder & partner), Northamptonshire Community Foundation (funder), Northamptonshire
County Council (funder & partner), Northampton Town Football Club (partner), Royal & Derngate (partner), SFXC (sponsor), The CE Academy (funder &
partner), The Mighty Creatives (funder & partner), The Wildlife Trust (partner), VSH Law (funder).
BOARD OF TRUSTEES
Rhona Rowland (Chair)
Eppie Anderson (Resigned February 2017)
Roger Bullen (Appointed September 2016)
Graham Keddie
Joana P. R. Neves (Appointed April 2016)
Barbara Rawcliffe
Robin Rimbaud aka Scanner (Appointed September 2016)
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